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JACKFRUIT ‘PORK’ COMPANY OFFERS SUSTAINABLE MEAT
ALTERNATIVE TO ASIAN MARKET
FOOD & DRINK

Singapore-based company Karana’s aim is to create a sustainable meat
alternative, as well as help out small farmers
Spotted: When the Singapore-based company Karana was co-founded in 2018 by Blair Crichton and
Daniel Riegler, it was the ﬁrst whole plant-based “meat” brand in Asia. Using proprietary processing
technology that utilises the whole plant to make its ‘meat’, Karana is able to oﬀ er a ‘revolutionary
next-generation meat alternative’, lending the product more of a “meat-like” texture, without the use
of chemicals or heavy processing.
Karana’s main product is its plant-based “pork”, made from organic young jackfruit from Sri Lanka. As
jackfruit can be grown alongside other plants, the crop is good for soil health and allows farmers to
produce a range of products, making it both sustainable and easy to produce on small farms. Reigler
points out that “Jackfruit can oﬀ er signiﬁcant income generation potential while requiring minimal
inputs and maintenance…[It was chosen] based on its sustainability proﬁle and potential for various
product applications”.
The next move for the company is its shredded and minced jackfruit-pork, which will be sold to the
restaurant and foodservice industries. Karana also hopes to expand its product lines in Singapore,
which according to Reigler is “is very well-positioned geographically and as a logistics hub to be a
centre for innovation in food and agriculture for the region. Given the level of intellectual property
protection, business climate, and addressable market in APAC, Singapore should become a major
player, especially as larger food companies continue to invest here and the resources available to
startups increase.” In the future, they are also eager to launch in other Asian markets. “We have
exciting things in the pipeline, but there is still a lot more we can do with jackfruit,” they say.
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Takeaway:
As the alternative-meat, plant-based industry grows rapidly, food tech companies are having to
become more inventive. Ranging from this lab-grown kangaroo meat to plant-based alternatives
such as this kelp-based burger, to these sausages that are being designed to contain less
meat, Springwise has been keeping an eye on the variety of directions for this trend. With food
scarcity and global warming on the rise, the innovators behind this trend in the food industry are
reimagining our food systems with the aim of reducing global meat consumption, even in places
where there is less arable land, such as Singapore.

